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Getting  Acquainted with your Guitar
Using your plectrum P

Holding your plectrum
You can strum your guitar either with your fingers/thumb, or with 
a plectrum, commonly known as a ‘pic’.
We recommend that you start by strumming with a ‘pic’, 
but whichever way you prefer, you should spend some time 
experimenting with both.
This illustration shows the most commonly accepted technique for 
holding a pic. Form a circle with your thumb and pointer finger, 
then place the pic between them. Position your pic so that its point 
is 90 degrees from the line of your thumb. 
As you get more familiar with holding a pic, you’ll notice that your technique will change slightly. If this isn’t 
causing you any problems, don’t be concerned it’s natural for your technique to develop over time. The most 
common change is usually that guitarists leave less of the pick protruding from the thumb. Hitting the string 
with a smaller quantity of the pic often improves your tone.

Learning how to strum
Here you can see that your arm is held close to the guitar, with 
your wrist quite straight. To perform a ‘down strum’, you start by 
holding the pic above the strings and gently run the tip of the pic 
through all six strings, angling the pic as if you were painting with a 
brush. 
An ‘up strum’ works in exactly the same manner except you start 
with your pic below the strings and and gently run the tip of the 
pic through all six strings, angling the pic as if you were painting a 
brush.

Rotating the Pic
To improve our tone, and make the guitar easier to play we also rotate the pick 
on its axis. By rotating the pick we reduce how much force is required to drive 
the pick through the strings. This has a number of benefits, such as improved, 
tone, speed, volume control and energy expenditure.
It’s important to note that while learning ‘good’ technique is useful, not 
everybody’s hands work the same way. Some examples of drastic variations can 
be evident in people with double jointed thumbs.


